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Spiral Development Study Spiral Development Study
Review history and policies Cases -Predator UAV -Global Hawk -Littoral Combat Ship Preliminary Findings May 14, 2008 Source: DSB Briefing, Dan Czelusniak, 12 June 1998 
Issues with Linear Acquisition Issues with Linear Acquisition
Serial, "big-bang" solution drove long cycle times Difficult to incorporate user feedback that reflected warfighter experience and evolving asymmetric threats Technology reach too long and process lacks flexibility for timely insertion Too much time for things to "go wrong" (budget instability, schedule changes, cost increases, new technology, requirements "creep" etc.) 
Software Development moved to Spiral Model

Concept is Extended to Weapon Systems Concept is Extended to Weapon Systems
May be less than full capability (…and less than fully tested), but… Affordable, risk-reduced, agile, and earlier delivery of a product A "spiral development" acquisition process should be the norm for long-term weapons and systems development to achieve lower cost, lower risk, and more rapid fielding.
A "spiral development" acquisition process should be the norm for long-term weapons and systems development to achieve lower cost, lower risk, and more rapid fielding.
DoD Instruction 5000.2 DoD Instruction 5000.2
Evolutionary Acquisition (EA) Evolutionary acquisition is the preferred DoD strategy for rapid acquisition of mature technology for the user. Deliver capability in increments more quickly -Allow for improvements and introduction of new technologies -Balance needs and capabilities with resources -Take advantage of user feedback in refining requirements and capabilities There are two process approaches to evolutionary acquisition.
-Spiral Development-Desired capability is identified, but end-state requirements are not known quantitatively at Program Initiation. Requirements for future increments dependent upon technology maturation and user feedback from initial increments.
Evolutionary Acquisition is the preferred broad strategy to satisfy operational needs; while Spiral Development is the preferred process for executing such a strategy Evolutionary Acquisition is the preferred broad strategy to satisfy operational needs; while Spiral Development is the preferred process for executing such a strategy 
Spiral Development Spiral Development
Predator UAV Predator UAV --Lessons Lessons
Program was successfully executed Used mature technologies Maintained cost requirement (for Predator A). However, unintended consequence of cost limits may be to not fund or neglect support considerations, such as retrofits.
The Predator is a great example. Warfighters identified a need and we made incremental improvements to the Predator in short order, sometimes in a matter of weeks. We develop them, test them and have them in the field.
Lt. Gen. Jack Hudson Commander, Aeronautical Systems Center, 4/25/08
Lt. Gen. Jack Hudson Commander, Aeronautical Systems Center, 4/25/08
Global Hawk UAV Global Hawk UAV
Global Hawk system is a high altitude, long-endurance unmanned aircraft with integrated sensors and ground stations providing intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capabilities. After a successful ACTD, the system entered development and limited production in March 2001. AF planned to slowly develop more advanced capabilities and acquire 63 vehicles With just one aircraft deployed, the system was credited with identifying 38 percent of Iraq's armor and 55 percent of the time-sensitive targets using electro-optical, infrared, and synthetic aperture radar to target Iraqi forces.
Col. G. Scott Coal
Global Hawk UAV Global Hawk UAV
March 2002, program was restructured to include a second, larger model RQ-4B -Total quantity was reduced to 51 AVs, 7 RQ-4A, and 44 December 2002, program was again restructured to change mission configuration RQ-4A production is complete -deployed in 2006 to support military operations RQ-4B, with a 50% payload increase, larger wingspan (130.9ft) and longer fuselage (47.6ft), is in production with key technologies mostly mature. 
Littoral Combat Ship Littoral Combat Ship
The LCS is to displace about 3,000 tons, making it about the size of a Coast Guard cutter.
Maximum speed of about 45 knots, compared, to something more than 30 knots for the Navy's larger surface combatants. Reduced "core" crew of 40 sailors, with up to 35 or so additional sailors to operate the ship's embarked aircraft and mission packages -Total crew of about 75, compared to more than 200 for the Navy's frigates and 300 or more for the Navy's current destroyers and cruisers. -Navy plans call for procuring a total of 55 LCSs, and a total of 64 mission packages for the 55 ships.
Littoral Combat Ship Acquisition Strategy Littoral Combat Ship Acquisition Strategy
Two industry teams awarded contracts (Lockheed Martin and General Dynamics)
The ship and mission packages were intended to be in spirals -The first spiral of 15 ships, known as Flight 0, would be produced in two designs The LCS program began production in December 2004 -Also began acquiring some elements of the mission packages LCS is significantly different from other classes of warships in a number of ways.
-an aggressive spiral development acquisition process -design of mission modules that allows each LCS to have the flexibility and adaptability • Generates higher intensity of contract action • Requires different skill mix in program office • Planning for Spiral "N+1" is a critical Spiral "N" task Spiral Development increases the need for disciplined program management Spiral Development increases the need for disciplined program management
Littoral Combat Ship Littoral Combat Ship --Issues Issues
Recommendations Recommendations
Use a true "spiral development" process as the norm for long-term weapons and systems development (in order to achieve lower cost, lower risk, and more rapid fielding).
Based on proven technology, with a 5 year cycle goal for Block I, from milestone B to I.O.C.) and realistic budget funding With the option of competition (prime and/or subsystem) at each block (depending on performance and cost results from prior block) With R&D always being funded for subsequent blocks. By moving more towards an Open Architecture framework, programs can facilitate spiral development 
